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Pamela S. Stutzman
Mission Statement
“The vision that I hold is to support the expansion of human consciousness and to cultivate vastly
more love and compassion for all of life…and in so doing, invoke the true spirit of
Heaven on Earth.”

Purpose and Vision
“The purpose for which this company was created is essentially a call to oneness…an authentic
communion with the Divine. The triune paths of my company offer an invocation for healing …
both personal and global. A fundamental truth of our humanity is that we are designed to be
expressions of Illumination and Divine Grace…affording the world a greater measure of beauty
and sanctity. It is intrinsic to our spiritual nature and our Divine purpose as a human family to
come to a remembrance of who we truly are…Children of a loving Creator – ever precious and
significant to a greater plan.
While my spiritual foundations are rooted in Christianity, decades of spiritual study and
investigation have afforded me a wider panoramic perspective to better recognize the universal
truths which are threaded throughout history and the sacred teachings from ancient cultures world
wide. We are now called to a rebalancing of the Divine Feminine and Divine Masculine expressed
through a renewed honoring of all that is presented within nature as being ever Sacred and Holy.
Since the beginning of time, and in all venues, love triumphs as the great healer.
This journey of learning has led me to an ever deeper reverence for the power and grace woven
through the messages of Christ, the Holiness He embodied, and the purity of love He offered the
world! May all of my endeavors fully honor the highest truth and purpose of His teachings.”

Infinite Love & Light
Healing of the Soul experienced through a Trinity of Sacred Passages

